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Welcome to the 1st Minisail Yearbook.
The production of this PDF yearbook follows discussion on the forum about what is needed for the
sailors, and especially for newcomers to the class. There is plenty online about the Minisail these days,
with the main website (www.minisail.org.uk) and a couple of blogs,
minisailnews.blogspot.co.uk, which tries to keep abreast of the latest thoughts and happenings in the
class, and
my.opera.com/ronnydg/blog, in which Ronny is showing us the ongoing story of his new Minisail build,
which I hope will provide inspiration and guidance to some of us!

However, when down at the club, rigging or working on your Minisail, or when introducing sailors new
to the class into how the boat works,  it is very useful to have a document that has all the basic
information in one place about how to rig, sail and look after your boat, in a form that is easily printable.

I hope this Yearbook will meet that need. Inside, we have a guide as to how to get the most out of your
boat when sailing, a rigging guide, a quick look through the slightly confusing variations in mainsheet
arrangements, the provisional class rules, events that Minisails are welcome to attend and an
introduction to people who may be able to help you further.

Contacts
At our meeting last August, to set up a provisional class association, we also set up a provisional
committee. The posts were allocated as follows:

Commodore - David Argles
Publicity - Rupert Whelan - rupert@cvrda.org
Membership - Tom Moore
Technical Officer - Peter Matthews

We hope that come August, when we meet again, that others will want to step in and help with starting
the new association.

As well as contacting Rupert via his cvrda email address, it is possible to contact any of us through the
minisail forum.

Events
The Minisail currently has no open meeting circuit, and that is likely to be the case for some time.
However, Minisail get togethers sometimes happen, and will be publicized on the forum, on the main
website or on Minisail News. Sometimes they will be at fairly short notice.

Slightly more formal meetings for racing can be found with the classic and vintage racing dinghy
association (www.cvrda.org) where old boats and their owners get together.

The rest of the year’s events look thus:

9 Jun     Hunts Rally, Harrison Way, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE27 4YA

16 Jun  - 17 Jun  Roadford Rally, Goodacre Farm, Broadwoodwidger, Lifton, Devon PL16 0JL

11 Aug  - 12 Aug  Clywedog Rally, Llyn Clywedog Llanidloes

25 Aug - 27 Aug  CVRDA National Rally, Winkhurst Green Road, Bough Beech, Edenbridge, Kent TN8 7AN.
22 Sep  - 23 Sep Bosham Classic Revival, The Quay, Bosham Chichester, West Sussex PO18 8LU

17 Nov 2012 Baltic Wharf Rally,Cumberland Road, Bristol, BS1 6XG

Minisail Nationals and Annual General Meeting
As part of the cvrda Nationals, we are hoping to gather enough Minisails to run a Nationals of our own,
taking the results out of the general handicap fleet results.
We will also use the gathering for holding our first AGM, where amongst other things, we shall be
voting whether to re-start the Class Association. Sailors of all standards and experience are very
welcome.



Sailing the Minisail
Sailing the Minisail is, at its most basic level, a pretty simple thing to do. One sail, controlled by one piece
of rope, and one rudder to steer with. Added to this is a basic kicking strap to stop the boom from skying
down the reaches and runs, and, if you are lucky, a downhaul and an outhaul.

However, if we are looking to race the boat, we need to delve a little deeper into how to get a Minisail to
go faster.

I'm fortunate to have owned over the years a Minisprint, Monaco and Sprite, so I've been able to compare
and contrast how to sail each boat to get the best (at least of my ability) out of it.
Light Winds
The Minisail, especially the Sprite variant, has a fair amount of wetted surface. In non planing conditions, it
is important to try and get as much boat out of the water as possible. Upwind, sit as far to leeward as you
can, allowing the boat to heel over until the deck edge is kissing the water. Sitting on the top of the centreboard
case can work, as can sitting on the edge of the foredeck in really light winds.

Reaching will be similar, though here I would certainly
favour the foredeck, as the boom won’t be in the way.
Running, make sure your mainsheet is long enough to allow
the boom to go forwards of 90° to the hull. This means that
you can heel the boat to windward (as far as you dare!) and
the boom will fall forward against the mainsheet, rather than
back into the boat against your head! This is by far the
quickest way of sailing a Minisail downwind.

Mainsheet tension is another big factor in the light when
going upwind. The sail needs to be in as far as the corner of
the transom, or possibly a couple of inches outside of this, but
not pulling downwards on the leech of the sail at all. With our
rig, it is very easy to curl the back edge of the sail, and then
you will go nowhere fast.

In these conditions, the sliding seat on the Minisprint (or bolt on seat on other versions) will be a liability.
It is too far aft to sit on, so you'll need to be camped forward of it at all times. Best use for the seat is to push
it to leeward to help balance the boat.
Medium Winds
Once you are sitting on the windward deck, with enough breeze in the
sail to lean out and smile, the Minisail really comes alive. Upwind, unlike
most other boats, the Sprite will need to be kept heeled, with the
windward chine just kissing the water. This gives the leeward chine a
chance to stop leeway, gives the hull a slight V bottom, and keeps
wetted surface down. The Monaco hull shape can come flat a little
earlier. Personal preference and experimentation will be your best
guide on when flat is fast!
On the reach, try and get the boat planing, even if this means going off
course. Head up in the lulls, bear away in the gusts and down waves
(even another boat's wake!) to try and keep her moving as fast as you
can. The speed difference between planing and non-planing is vast.

On the run, dead down wind, let the main out as far as you dare. At
the lighter end, still have it out past the mast, with the kicking strap
loose. As the wind fills in, pull the sail in to just before 90°, and up
enough kicker on to stop the boom skying. Sailing the boat heeled to
windward is still definitely fast!

Mainsheet and kicker tension upwind is tricky in these conditions if
you have one of the original bendy booms. (top tip: find an old, bent
mast with enough straight length in it to make a new, stiffer boom - the
boat will be transformed!) You need enough kicker on to stop the boom skying when you spill wind or tack,
but too much and the boom will bend out of shape, turning your sail into a bag. The kicker will need to have
no tension on it when the mainsheet is pulled in, but take up the slack as you free it.

The boats with seats will start to come into their own upwind in these conditions, giving lots of leverage!
As you push yourself out onto the seat, there are a few things to remember. Firstly it is best to have the seat
fully out before you push yourself onto it – the alternative often involves falling backwards off the end of it!
Secondly, if you don’t move your hand on the tiller extension, you’ll find yourself bearing away rapidly,

Running in light winds

Bolt upright in a medium breeze



wobbling a lot, and then capsizing, often to windward! Thirdly, keep your weight on the seat at all times…
there is nothing funnier to on-lookers than seeing a seat disappear out from under a sailor… Tacking with
the seat is an art form. When you slide in down the seat, you’ll need to free the main a little to allow for the
loss of leverage, but DON’T BEAR AWAY! Once the boom has started to come across, throw the seat as
hard as you can across the boat to the new windward side, then slide yourself back out there.

Reaching, there may be enough wind to get out on the seat, but look out for the lulls! Dead downwind,
you might just find it getting in the way, still!
Strong Winds
What counts as strong winds will very much depend
upon your experience and your weight. I see it as the
point at which you are over powered without spilling
wind, and the point when you start worrying about gybing!

Upwind, you should have the outhaul, downhaul and
Kicker pretty tight. Your old, bendy boom will really start
to be a problem now, as the more kicker you pull on, the
baggier the old sail will get, especially if it is already
stretched out of shape. Best thing to do is try and do
everything on mainsheet tension, and feather into the
wind when overpowered. If you have a stiffer boom, you'll
be able to put lots of kicker on to bend the mast and
de-power, and spill wind using the mainsheet.

I still tend to sail the sprite slightly heeled, again with
the chine just touching the water. I'm pretty sure a Monaco should be flat by now.

On a reach, you'll be planing all the time. Again, bear off in the gusts and harden up in the lulls to keep
to maximum speed. This is really the most fun you can have in a Minisail, and when you rocket past much
bigger boats, remember to whoop and holler!

Minisails are pretty stable, and the mast isn't too near the bow, so dead down wind on flat water isn't too
scary compared to some other singlehanders. Have enough kicker on to stop the boom skying, and don't
let it out too far unless feeling very brave. Keep her upright, or heeling to windward if you either a) are
feeling very skilled or b) fancy a swim! As the wind increases, sit further back to keep the bow from burying.
In waves, you may start wishing the boat was rather longer, and that you had a MK1 with a flat deck, as
you bury the bow and turn into a paddling pool... Just remember to luff up the waves and bear off down
them, if you can!

Boats with a seat will have been laughing upwind. Feet on the gunwale, none of that nasty sitting out -
lovely! However, as you bear away, you might just start wishing the seat could be moved further aft... Start
by sitting right on the back edge of it, as you try and keep the bow out. Getting washed off the seat by
waves at this point can lead to very bent tiller extensions! In the end, as the wind comes behind, you'll have
to give up on the seat and move further aft, hiking like the rest of us to keep the bow out and the boat flat!
Ah, well, at least you'll get a rest going back uphill again!

Tacking
A little more detail on tacking a standard, non sliding seat Minisail.
 The Minisail is a little different to tack from a traditional, round bottomed dinghy like the Laser, but it is
still very important to roll the boat in the tacks. Not only is it very slow tacking the boat flat, but you are far
more likely to get caught head to wind, and then have all the hassle of sailing backwards to get out of irons.
 So, in light winds, you have to put a fair amount of effort in to start the boat rolling. She should already
be heeled to leeward, so as you push the tiller away and free the mainsheet a little, the hull shape should
start the boat heading towards the wind. As she rounds up, throw your weight to windward, so the rig comes
way over on top of you, and the windward deck goes under water. Wait on the leeward side until the boat
is through the wind – don’t hang around in the middle of the boat – before crossing the boat and bringing
her flat again. As you bring her flat, bring the mainsheet gently back in, but remember – not too tight in
these conditions! If you have a centre mainsheet boat, don’t worry about swapping hands on the tiller and
main until the boat is sailing again – it doesn’t know which hand is holding what! A good training exercise
is sailing with your hands as they are after you tack.
 Once the wind picks up, the process stays pretty much the same, but everything speeds up a lot. you
may need to free a little more mainsheet, and you may find you need to move a little more snappily across
the boat to prevent a dunking, but you still don’t want to move until the main has filled on the new lee side
– this is why letting a bit more mainsheet out is a good idea – but drag it in as you bring the boat up!

Hanging on in a big gust



 In strong winds, you may start to find that the roll tack happens all by itself, and you are simply trying to
prevent it finishing with the boat on its side! However, the roll will still help you get through head to wind,
which can be hard in a single sailed scow, so beware the temptation to crawl gingerly to the middle of the
boat before tentatively pushing the tiller away. Speaking from experience, I can tell you it not only doesn’t
work, but you end up breaking your tiller as you desperately yank on the rudder to try and bear away to close
hauled again! Add waves, and you really need to be confident in your movements.

Gybing
Gybing a Minisail is a delight!

If you are gybing from reach to reach, say when going round the
wing mark on a triangular course, allow the boat to bear away
smoothly, letting the mainsheet out as you go – that is very important,
or the boat will just want to luff up again. Once the wind has passed
behind you, bear away more, heel the boat to windward and flick the
boom across with the mainsheet. As you are still travelling fast, there
won’t be too much pressure on the sail, and it should come across
easily. At the point where the boom is overhead, start to straighten
the rudder – you don’t want the boat to screw up into the wind when
the sail fills again. Bring the boat flat as you come out of the gybe.
You then have control of when you head up onto your new point of
sailing. As the wind increases, the more important it becomes to keep
the boat moving fast. Minisails are quite narrow, so you don’t want to
be fighting the rig for control after the gybe – you will loose! However,
the hard corners of the hull can act like rails, and make the boat far
more stable and forgiving than a round bottomed boat. Practice, and
when the water is warm, see how hard you can push the boat through
the gybe before you get wet!
 If you are sailing down the run, the preparation for the gybe is a
little different. In light to medium winds, your sail will be out at 90o or
beyond, and the first question you need to ask is “Do I actually need to gybe?”. I know this sounds odd, but
a boat without shrouds can sail very well by the lee, where the wind is coming onto the sail from the leeward
side of the boat. If running down to a mark, sailing this way, with the sail out a fair way beyond 90o, can be

quicker and easier than a gybe. Just remember to keep
the boat heeled to windward to keep the balance right.
Again, practice on a warm day!
 So, you do need to gybe. Start your bear away gently.
The boat needs to be heeled to windward. With the main
a long way out, she will naturally want to bear away
towards it. When you gybe, pull in handfuls of mainsheet.
Not only will that get the boom across and make sure it
doesn’t hook on the transom, but you’ll find the sail just
sits there flapping on the new tack if you don’t. Centre
the tiller as the sail crosses the boat, swap sides, and
heel the boat to the new windward side as you bear away
onto the new run, remembering to let the mainsheet out
as you do so.
 In stronger winds, sailing by the lee takes practice, and

you’ll find the transition from the wind flowing from the mast to the wind flowing from the leech very unstable.
Chances are, you are sailing less dead downwind anyway – more of a very broad reach, either because it
is faster to keep airflow over the sail, or because natural caution has taken over. In either case, gybing is
fairly straightforward. Keeping the boat flat, start to bear away. Flick the mainsheet as the wind passes
behind, centre the tiller & swap sides. In strong winds, it is important to have the sail pulled in the right amount.
Too far in, you’ll screw up into the wind after the gybe, and no amount of throwing yourself out to windward
will help. Don’t pull it in at all, and the jump to the new windward side won’t be counteracted by anything,
and the boat will fall in to windward!
 The most important thing to remember in all of this is not to leave the tiller hard over once the sail starts
to come across – get it back to the middle as soon as you are sure the gybe is happening!

Rupert

Bearing away will be hard
with the boat heeled to
leeward this much

Starting the bear away



Rigging by Numbers
1) After taking the cover off, you should see a bottom
mast, top mast and boom.
2) Slot the top mast into the Bottom mast
3) Slide the sail onto the mast
4)Put the boat pointing into the wind, and put the
mast into the hole in the foredeck (the mast pot).
5) Put the boom onto the mast and attach the outhaul
and kicking strap.
6) A simple downhaul (or cunningham) to tension the
front of the sail. The bottom of the kicking strap can
either cleat by the mast or be lead aft to cleats on
each side of the edge of the foredeck. You can also
see the rowlock used to hold the boom on the mast
and a Little Hawk wind indicator.

1

2
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Mainsheet Systems

Top - aft sheet brought
forward along the boom,
down into the boat to a
block on the centreboard
case. Off the boom
sheeting misses out this
last block.

This pic - very simple aft
sheeting transom corner
to boom to corner to hand.

Simple 2:1
purchase aft
mainsheet with a
‘horse’ (rope
across the back of
the boat) to allow
the mainsheet to
cross to the corner
of the transom.

A centre mainsheet.
This arrangement,
where all the pressure is
taken by the middle of
the boom, would break
a traditional thin Minisail
boom, so is rarely, if
ever, seen on a Minisail,
hence the picture of a
Lightning!
Could be fun as an
experiment?!

Also shown are ways of
bringing control lines aft.

Over the years, many
different mainsheet
arrangements have been
tried on Minisails. Here are
some pictures of the more
common ones you might
find



Minisail Class Association – Provisional Class Rules
1. THE MINISAIL

a) The MiniSail is a single-handed class which is restricted to two separate one-design hulls, these. being the
Monaco and the Sprite. (see note 1) The intention of these rules is to ensure that in hull shape, mast and sail
plan, these boats are as like their respective designs as possible.

2. IDENTIFICATION
a) The sail number and class emblem shall be placed on the sail in accordance with the Yacht Racing Rules of

the ISAF
b) The minimum size of sail numbers shall be height 12" (305mm) width 8" (203mm) (except 1 and i) thickness

1.1/2".(38mm)
c) The sail number shall be affixed to the main bulkhead in a visible position as near to the centre line as

practicable. Minimum height of the figures is to be 12.7mm (1/2")
d) Where the sail number is unknown the boat shall be allotted a new sail number. New sail numbers shall be

issued by the reformed Minisail class association. (see note 2)

3. HULL MEASUREMENT

a) Maximum Overall Dimensions

MEASUREMENT SPRITE    MONACO
Maximum length overall but excluding rudder fittings  4102mm    4013mm
Maximum beam including rubbing strips and outwales  1219mm    1168mm
Maximum depth of hull and deck unit      381mm     381mm

b) Measurement points

Three sections shall be fixed by measurement forward of the-aft face of the transom or where there is no
transom, the aft perpendicular:
Section 3. shall be fixed 914mm forward of the transom (3')
Section 7. shall be fixed 2133mm forward of the transom (7')
Section 10 shall be fixed 3048mm forward of the transom (10')
A base line shall be fixed by measurement below the beaten of the hull, taken from the skin at the centre line
at sections 3. and 10.

c) Section Measurements

MEASUREMENT          SPRITE    MONACO
Base line to keel section 3         83mm     60mm
Base line to keel section 10         79mm     44mm
Base line to chine at transom        146mm     135mm
Base line to chine at section 3        83mm     94mm
Base line to chine at section 7        41mm     70mm
Base line to chine at section 10       79mm     137mm
Base line to keel at transom               114mm
Base line to keel at section 7              19mm
Chine beam at transom          79mm     71.8mm
Chine beam at section 3          914mm     857mm
Chine beam at section 7         965mm     883mm
Chine beam at section 10         826mm     749mm
tolerance             +/- 19mm    +/- 12.7mm

d) The hull only in dry condition with all equipment not permanently attached to the hull removed, shall not weigh
less than 43.09Kgs (95lbs). Correctors of wood may be fitted but must not weigh more than 4.53kgs (10lbs.)

4.  CONSTRUCTION AND DECKING
a) There is currently no GRP builder. New wooden boats may be built.
b) Thickness and specific gravity of hull skin shall be constant. If of plywood construction, thickness of hull and

deck skin shall not be less than 4mm. If the hull has been moulded in G.R.P., the thickness may not be
reduced and only manufacturing irregularities may be corrected.

c) A bulkhead must be fitted at the forward end of the cockpit, not more than 2286mm (7'6") from the transom
nor less than 2095mm (6’101/2") from the transom.

d) The compartment forward of the main bulkhead shall be completely decked, this deck to have a positive
camber from gunwale to gunwale.



5. SAILS AND SPARS
a) The mast must be unstayed and the rake fixed. The construction shell be of aluminium Alloy untapered tube

(except the neck in the lower mast section at the socket and spigot joint). The whole mast or, in the case of
sectioned masts, the upper sections shall be fully buoyant.
The overall length of the mast shall net exceed 6020mm (19.9"). A measurement band of contrasting colour
to the mast, not less than 12mm (1/2") wide shall be marked on the mast, the upper edge of which shall be
4877mm (16’) from the top of the mast. The upper edge of the boom at the mast or in the case of loose
footed sails, the tack, may not be tensioned down below the upper edge of the measurement band.

b) The boom shall be unrestricted in design and materials, but shall be able to pass through a circle of 76mm
(3") diameter after fittings have been removed. A measurement band as in 7a) shall be marked on the boom
3099mm (10'2") from its inner edge to the mast, if the boom exceeds this length. The clew may not be pulled
out beyond the inner edge of this band.

c) One sail only shall be set and shall be attached to the mast by a luff pocket not exceeding 140mm (51/2") in
width. Method of attachment to the boom is unrestricted. The sail shall be all white or white with alternating
panels of the same colour.
Sail battens or other artificial stiffeners are not allowed, except for a triangular head board which may not
exceed 152.4mm (6") on any side, or protrude beyond a line drawn from the head of the sail to the band on
the boom.
The leach shall be measured in a straight line and shall not exceed 5563mm (18'3") from the top of the luff
pocket to the foot at the clew.
A clear plastic window is allowed in the sail, but shall not exceed . 279sq.M. (3 sq.ft) in area.

6. SEATS
a) Sitting-out aids of any design are permitted but must be removable and may not extend further than

1524mm (5.0") from the centre line of the boat.

7. CENTREBOARDS AND RUDDERS
a) The design of centreboards and rudders is unrestricted, but provision must be made so that they shall not be

lost in the event of a capsize.

8. BUOYANCY
a) Boats shall have sufficient buoyancy to support a weight of 81.65kgs (180 lbs) for 30 minutes when all

compartments are flooded.

9. PROHIBITIONS
a) Trapezes, and ballast carried by helmsmen are not allowed.

Note 1.
Known Variants of the Minisail are thus:
Sprite   The Sprite design has a flat bottomed hull and is constructed of plywood.

      Sprite I has no cockpit
      Sprite II has a Cockpit

Monaco  The Monaco design has a veed bottom and is constructed of either plywood. or G.R.P.
      Monaco I in wood
      Monaco I in GRP – No Cockpit
      Monaco II in GRP – Cockpit

MiniSprint The MiniSprint is based on the Monaco hull but has a different top deck with moulded in mountings for a sliding
seat.

MiniSprint I  A halfway house between the Monaco and the MiniSprint MkII
MiniSprint II  See the brochure on the Class Web site

Additionally the Monaco hull was made “available as a hull shell only, with or without rig, for plywood home decking and
completion.” These will be referred to as Composites.

Note 2
Guidelines for Sail Numbers
1) Where a boat has a sail with an existing number, that number shall be recognised and recorded in the Class association

log, except
a) Where the number is below 100 since such numbers are likely to be club or fleet numbers. If evidence can be shown

to indicate that the number below 100 is genuine then the owner may appeal to the technical officer.
b) Where the sail number has already been registered for another boat by the class association

2) Where the sail number is unknown the hull number, if known, will be used as the sail number. Except as exempted in 1b
above. (hull numbers on GRP hulls may be found stamped into the mast hole ring.)

3) Where both the Sail number and Hull number are unknown the technical officer shall allocate a sail number. Numbering
shall start at 9000.


